


GO OFFSHORE
GO OFFSHORE has a dynamic team of local, experienced 
industry experts who specialise in providing marine 
logistics solutions for the upstream oil and gas sector. 

GO OFFSHORE will specifically tailor our service  
delivery to suit your needs, from providing the best 
people, finding the right marine asset for your project,  
or creating simple efficiencies through combined  
logistics solutions to help improve your bottom line.

GO OFFSHORE is industry accredited and maintains 
compliance to the relevant international standards for 
Quality, ISO 9001:2015; Environmental, ISO 14001:2015;  
and Occupational Health & Safety, OHSAS 18001:2007  
and AS4801:2001. 

WE ARE LOCAL,  
WE KNOW THE INDUSTRY,  
WE HAVE THE EXPERIENCE AND 
WE WILL DELIVER. 

THAT IS OUR PROMISE.



HSE  
COMMITMENT
Safety has become the official language of the Offshore Industry, and we are 
committed to continually improving our fluency.

GO OFFSHORE endorses the fundamental role that safety plays in everything 
we do offshore. It is a credit to the Offshore Industry as a whole that safety has 
evolved so successfully to pervade our culture. 

But where to from here? Where will the next risk strategy and mitigation tools 
appear from? How will we forecast and then manage the next quantum leap? 

GO OFFSHORE knows that the missing link between safety systems and safety 
performance is to successfully instilling cognitive safety in the minds of every 
person at the coalface. Safety genius, Just Culture and personal safety ownership 
must all exist at the front end. Our Safety Management is committed to infusing 
creativity, strategy and initiative to continually move safety forward.



CHARTERING
The GO OFFSHORE chartering team will work to understand your unique needs 
and then select and secure the right asset for your every offshore requirement. 
We offer flexible chartering arrangements, including time charter or bareboat 
charter, and will always provide the most cost effective and efficient solution. 

We have a vast local and global network, with partnerships that include vessel 
owners and brokerage firms, so that we can offer you a wide range of vessel 
options such as: 

• Offshore supply (OSV)

• Platform supply (PSV)

• Anchor handling (AHT/AHTS)

• Multipurpose subsea support (diving, IMR and construction)

• Seismic (SRV)

• Lift boats and barges

• Crew transfer (CTV)

GO OFFSHORE can support you through the entire oil and gas project life cycle, 
from exploration to decommissioning phase. We can even meet your non-oil and 
gas related chartering requirements. 

GO OFFSHORE understands that the safety and performance of the asset is 
the highest priority. If the vessel has not already been integrated into the GO 
OFFSHORE managed fleet, our experienced technical and operational team will 
conduct a comprehensive inspection and suitability survey to ensure the asset 
will adequately meet not just your requirements but those of the end client. With 
over 360 successful charter parties completed to date, and over 90 individual 
assets operated under our management system, GO OFFSHORE is the right 
solution to all of your chartering needs.



CREWING
GO OFFSHORE is a MLC 2006 Certified provider of local and international marine 
and drilling personnel for the oil and gas sector. We recruit, employ and manage, 
on behalf of our clients, qualified maritime crew for a wide range of vessel types, 
including AHTS, PSVs, ASVs, DSVs, drilling, construction, accommodation and 
seismic vessels. 

Managing every aspect of the employment cycle is our dedicated team of 
specialists who have amassed more than 100 years of combined in-depth industry 
knowhow working in the upstream maritime industry. 

Our staff have become experts in their fields and extremely knowledgeable about 
the level of experience, required competencies and qualifications each offshore 
position requires.

Our team will always take the time to understand your culture before choosing 
the best methods and the right people for the job. Our comprehensive range 
of services allows us to tailor a manpower package that will not only meet your 
requirements but exceed your expectations. 

Our collaborative and responsive attitude will always provide you with a personal 
and professional service and give you peace of mind that the crew onboard 
your vessels are well managed and taken care of 24/7, 365 days of the year. Our 
services include:

• Recruitment and selection

• Reference checks

• Planning and deployment

• Competency assessment

• Verification of qualifications

• Maintenance of accurate personnel 
files and database

• Compliance with STCW, MLC, flag 
state and client requirements

• Pre-employment medicals

• Skills assessments

• Pre-voyage vessel specific training

• Employee insurances

• Injury management support 24/7

• Crew payroll and allotments

• Meet and greet services

• Ground and air travel arrangements 

• Managing on/off signing crew 

• Flag state documentation

• Immigration and visas 

• Provision of PPE

• Safety seminars in accordance with 
IMCA guidelines

• Local content requirements

• Industrial relations expertise

• Catering and hotel services

• Union / CBA cover and negotiations 

• Regular crew performance 
monitoring and evaluations

• Nominated Company point of 
contact that is reachable 24/7

• In house training and courses 
tailored to suit client needs

• Managing grievances, discipline and 
terminations

• Comprehensive reporting to suit 
client requirements

• On the ground logistics support

• Attendance at crew changes

GO 
BEYOND 
THE EXPECTED



LOCAL  
CONTENT & 
LOGISTICS 
SUPPORT
GO OFFSHORE offers a diverse range of services and tailored support 
specialising in planning and executing complete solutions for companies that 
intend to operate in Australia without actually having a local support structure 
on the ground. 

In-house we have experienced operators, accredited systems and robust 
communication processes necessary to meet all of your operational needs 
each and every day of the year. Our services are modular, allowing you to 
select only what you need, when and where you need it.

From total asset management to pure personnel engagement, we will be  
your local partner to ensure every need is met and every regulatory 
requirement is adhered to while working in the region. 

Our range of services include:

SHIP MANAGEMENT
Based on years of accumulated experiences and accredited to the highest 
industry standards, our ship management services are based on best practice and 
innovation. With our expertise, competence, network and international reach, we 
aim to safely deliver operational performance at the most competitive price.

All vessels are managed based on the requirements of the ISM Code, MARPOL, 
flag state and class, in addition to any local content requirements, and the 
requirements of the charterer and vessel owner. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
To meet the challenges in the current “do more with less” economy, businesses 
can reap tremendous benefits from outsourcing support functions that would have 
previously been done in-house or that are only required on an ad-hoc basis.  

With GO OFFSHORE’s vast experience in the upstream maritime oil and gas sector 
and a team of administrative professionals to call upon, there is plenty of diversity 
in the type of value added support GO OFFSHORE can provide on any given day. 

Whether GO OFFSHORE are providing senior managers, experienced subject 
matter experts, office space, IT/network support or just another pair of hands for 
one day or even one hour, our integration and customised project management 
support services are available when and where you need them most. 

TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT
GO OFFSHORE can provide an efficient and effective  
tailor-made solution for technical management and local 
on-the-ground support for vessels working in remote 
regions without the requirement to enter into a 
full ship management arrangement. 

GO OFFSHORE understand the importance 
of uninterrupted availability. Using a 
combination of in-house technical 
management, experienced senior 
engineers and industry experts, our 
technical management team can 
provide you with around-the-clock 
support. 



DRY  
DOCKING
GO OFFSHORE have 
experience in the professional 
planning, supervision and 
execution of vessel dry docks in 
Australia and abroad. With every dry 
dock GO OFFSHORE appoints a dedicated 
chief engineer and technical manager to oversee 
the entire process. Our dry dock services and costs are 
personalised to meet the actual requirements for each vessel and region in which 
the dry dock will occur, and we always strive to deliver a cost efficient service 
regardless of location. 

VESSEL COMPLIANCE
We aim to please our clientele and therefore recently added to our list of 
standalone services vessel compliance. As the complex regulatory parameters 
with which vessel owners and operators are required to abide by continues to 
grow and become more stringent, vessel owners are seeking alternatives to having 
to manage compliance internally. At GO OFFSHORE, we offer a comprehensive 
solution to suit your budget and requirements. 

PROCUREMENT
Looking for an ongoing or temporary solution to vessel procurement? In the age 
of technology, we can provide support at the click of a button with access to cost 
effective, economic and efficient procurement of provisions, stores, consumables, 
lubricating oils and vessel parts thanks to our long-term relationship with major 
suppliers and service providers. 

FREIGHT FORWARDING
Utilising our vast local and international networks, GO OFFSHORE is your  
‘door to door’ solution for all freight importation and exportation requirements. 
We will negotiate the best price to move your goods in the most efficient and 
reliable manner.



VESSEL IMPORTATION/ 
EXPORTATION
We specialise in planning and executing works to ensure imported and exported 
vessels comply with the Australian regulatory environment, providing third party 
quality assurance support that includes:

• OVID/IMCA inspections

• Asbestos inspections

• Union inspections

• Invasive Marine Species inspections 

• AQIS inspections

• Importation

• Customs 

• Manning and inductions 

• Sailing plan

• Area of operation requirements

• Security plans 

• Appointment of agents

RIG MOVING AND  
RIG CONSULTANCY
GO OFFSHORE have a number of highly experienced and competent deep water 
semisubmersible and jack-up rig movers available to satisfy legislative and quality 
assurance requirements in Australia and overseas. Full Marine Orders 47 compliant 
rig moving teams are available at short notice.

Our rig moving service provides planning, procedures, analysis and equipment 
procurement prior to commencing the operation. A rig move specialist and MO47 
team to carry out the anchor retrieval, passage and anchor deployment. A client 
debrief and full report is provided on completion of the operation. Our specialist 
expertise can reduce costs through vessel coordination, and optimum planning  
of anchor deployment/retrieval.
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